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In the past decade major advances have been achieved in analyzing the stability of dams and embankmets during earthquake loading. Newmart.(13) and Seed (1) proposed methods of analysis for predicting the permanent displacements i of dams subjected to earthqake shaking and suggested this as a 
Pelfarmance s Opposed to the concept of a factor of safety ed on loi • 

equilibrium principles. Seed and Martin (26) used the shear beam analysis to '+ "study the dynamic respons" of embankment, to seismic loads and presntedo a rational method for the calculation of dynamic seimic coeffients for earthese dams. Ambraseys and Sarma (i) adopted the same rocedure to study the response of embankmnents to a variety of earthquake motions.  Later the finite element meth• was introduced to study the two-dimensional response of embankments (5,7) and the equivalent linear method (21) was used Mccessfukf to represent the s•tr-dendet nonlinear behavior of soils. In addition the nature of the behavior of soils during cyclic loading has been the subject of extensive research(10,20.23,29). Both the improvement In the a*nyyical too6s to study the response of embankm s and the .. .d.. lo a bNhavwordurlng cyclicloading-led- o thed ., velop•met o knowledge oa material to the study of stability of emtmmkments -,ring . eii lmomn Sratonal approach "ws Used sucssul tO --- irm.a- daft •,seismic loadng. Such An approach 
Sant used a su ce sf lY t n lze the Sheffield D amn failure during t e 1 2 1 

---l-t-- e (24") and the behallvi oro th .If. te 9 5 M dini g t e 1 71 ~ e 0 . q .- =._ . . anFe ado, Dams Z 
duringthe 1971 e-rthquake (25). This metd has since been used extensively 
in the design and analysis of many large dam in the S e l elsewhere, l • "7••om i5•ate Of CtAlf'orn and 
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From the study of the performance of embsnkments during strong earthquakes, 
two distinct types of behavior may be discerned: (1) That associated with loose 
to medium dense sandy embankments, susceptible to rapid increases in pore 
pressure due to cyclic loading resulting in the development of pore pressures 
equal to the overburden pressure in large portions of the embankment, associated 
reductions in shear strength, and potentially large movements leading to almost 
complete failure; and (2) the behavior associated with compacted cohesive clays, 
dry sunds, and some dense sands; here the potential for buildup of pore p 
is much less than that associated with loose to medium dense sands, the resulting 
cyclic strains are usually quite small, and the material retains most of its static 
undrained shearing resistance so that the resulting post-earthquake behavior 
is a limited permanent deformation of the embankment.  

The dynamic analysis procedure proposed by Seed, et al. (25) has been used 
to predict adequately both types of embankment behavior using the "Strain 
Potental"' concept. Procedures for -integrating strain potentials to obtain the 
overall deformation. of an embankment have been proposed by Seed, et al.  
(25), Lee (), and Ser, et al. .  

The dynamic analysis appi'ach has been recommended by the Committee 
on Earthqtakes. of the Intemational Commission on Large Dams (3): "high 
embankment dams whose failure may cause loss-of-life or major damage should 
be designed by the conventional method at first, followed by a dynamic analysis 
in order to investigate any deficiencies which may exist in the pseudo-statical 
design of the dam."For low dams in remote areas the Committee recommended 
the use. of coventional.psewdostatic methods using a constant horizontal seismic 
coefficiet selected on the basi of the seismicity of the area. However, the 
inadequacy of the pseudostatic approach to predict the behavior of embankments 
duringearthquakes has been clearly recognized and demonstrated (19,24,25,26, 
28)..?urthermore in thesame report (3) the Comminion refem to the conventional 
method as follows: '7here is a need for early revision of the conventional 
method since the results of dynamic analyses, model tests and observations 
of existing dams show that the horizontal acceleration due to earthquake forces 
varies throughout the height of the dam ... . in several instances, this method 
Wedicts a safe condition for dami which-are known to have had major slides." 

It is this 'need for a simple yet rational approach to the seismic-design of 
small embankments that prompted the de*elopment of the simplified procedure 
described herei.  

This approximate method uses the mcept originally proposed by Newmark 
S13)_fior calcultnpermanent .eve o 
Lt p rspon-pf embakmentas proposed.b_.ed _nd in 

(N .ath.r than rigid body behavior. It. assumes..that faflure. occurs.On a 
well-deflned sitp Murface and that the material beha.ves .eastica.-y at strss leres 

w_ o f_ y•ield. The methoW 
involves the following steps: 

i. A 3ield acceleratlon, i.e., an acceleration at which a potential sliding surface 
would develop a factor of safety of unity is determined. Values of yield 
acceleration m a functon of the embankment geometry,'the undrained strength 
of the Material (or the reduced strength due to shaking), and the location' of 
the potential sAn mas.

I.  
I � 
I 
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DEFORMTIONS851 2. Earhquake induced accelerations in the embankment are determined using dynamic response analyses. Finite element procedures using strain-dependent" 
soil properties can be used for calculating time histories of acceleration, or 
simpler cue-dimensional techniquesmight be used for the same purpose. From these analyses, time histories of average accelerations for various potential sliding masses can be determined.  

3. For a given potential sliding mass, when the induced acceleration exceeds the calculated yield acceleration movements are assumed to occur along the direction of the failure plane and th splacement is evaluatea 
by a simple double integration procedure.  

The method has been applied to dams with heights in the range of 100 ft-200 ft (30 M-M m), and constructed of compacted cohesive soils or very dense cohesionless sols, but may be applicable to higher embankments. A similar 
approach has been proposed by Sarma (16) using tMe assumption of a rigid block on an inclined plane rather than a deformable earth structure that responds 
with differential motions to the imposed base excitation.  

In the following sections the steps involved in the analyses win be described In detail and design curves prepared on the basis of analyzed cases will be presented, together with an example problem to illustrate the use of the method.  Note,_hwee, tha tthe method is an approximate one and involves simplifying assu.mtions. The design cuvs Zavr a on a . ,. r 
cases a a�nalmoulj be updatedeas more data become available and more 

Deramutm rop YstYw Aecuwurno 

The yield acceleration, k , is defined as that average acceleration Producinx a horizontal inertia force on a loential sliding mass so as to prouced a factor of safety ofunt and thus cause it tO experience nermanent disaceensts.  
For soils that do not develop large cyclic strains orpos and maintPon mot.of their origf al strength after earthquake shng_ the valueofk cn.

Q !ak~ted by stability an sin li euiibum methods. In conventional slope stability analyses the strength of the material is defined as either 
the ma=timm deviator stress in an undrained test, or the stress level that would cause a certain allowable axial strain, say 10%, in a test specimen. However, the behavior of the material under cyclic loading conditions is different than that under static conditions. Due to the transient nature of the earthquake loading, an embankment may be subjected to a number of stress pulses at levels equal to or higher than its static failure stress that simply produce some permanent deformation rather than complete failure. Thus the yield strength is defined, for the •urpose of this analysis, as that maximum stress level below which the material exhibits a near elastic behavior (when subjected to cyclic stresses of numbers and frequencies similar to those induced by earthquake shaking) and above which the materiat e•(hibits permanent plastic deformation of magni.  tudes dependent on the number and frequency of the pulses applied. Fig. I shows theconcept of cyclic -yield th material in this case has a 
yctcved sr qa oabnIjo t static undrained strengthan 

Mth7Pg~q e application of 100 cycles of stress aonigt~1T

DEFORMATIONS 851
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of the undrained strength resulted in essentially an elastic behavior with very 

litle eranet efoin.ii~.on the other hand, fte application of 10 cycles 
of stress level equal to. of the sttic undrained strength l to substantial 

permanent strain as shown in FIg. l(b). On loading the material monotonically 
to failure after the series of cyclic stress applications, the material was found 

to retain the original undrained strength. This type of behavior is associated 

with varous types of soils that exhibit smart increases in pom pressur durine 
cyclic loading. This woul include clayey materials. dry orartially saturated 

cohg neMofle._ pt very dense saturated coheslonless materials that will not 

1 u i defgghi cant deformatis, even under cyclic loading conditions, unless 

thendaie static strength1 of the seill s exceeded.  
Seed and Cba (20) conducted cyclic tests on samples of undisturbed and 

compacted silty clays and found that for conditions of no str reversal and 

for differmt values of initi and cyclic stresses, the total stress -revied to 
produ argedefornations in 10 cycles and 100 cyces ranged betweeriý ip0 
of the undrained static strength.  

Sangroy, etal. (15) investigated th6e effectve stress response of day under 
repeated loading. They tested undistMurbed samples of day (LL - 28, PI 

10 adound that the cyclic yield strength of this mateia was of the order 
029ofits static, undrained stength.

00

FIG. 1.ofa Dynamic Yield StMRenh 

" Rahinan (14) performed similsr tests on remolded samples of a brittle silty 

clay (LL - 91, Pl - 49) and found that the cyclic yield strength was a function 

of the initial effective confining pressure. For practical ranges of effective 

~~pt5ur5the cyclic yield strength for this mateilrnd between 
L %0 2 ~of its static undrained strength. At cyclic str levels below the 

yield strength, in all cases, the material reached equilibrium and assumed an 

elastic behavior at strain levels less than 2% irrespective of the number of 

stress cycles applied.  
Thlers and Seed (28) performed tests on undistmubd and remolded samples 

of different clayey materials to determine the reduction instaticundrained strength 
due. to cyclic loading. Their results ar summarized in Fig. 2 which shows 

the reduction in undrained strength after cyclc loadi as a function of the 
ratio of the "'maxmum cyclitrain" toite "static failure strain." These results 
wer, obtained from strain controlled cyclic tests; after the application of 200 
cycles of ertain strain amplitude, the sample was loaded to failure monctoela

clay is subjected td 200 cycles of strain with an amplitude less than half Itsf 
Mastat failur strin, the material may be expectei to retain at least"M , of 

its original Matic undrained tength.

Magnitude 
(1) 

6-1/2 (Ctmch record) 
6-1/I2 (Catctl record) 

6!1/2 (Caltech record) 
6-1/2 La•e Hughes record) 
6-1/2 (Caltec record) 
7.1/2 (TM recor) 
7-1/2 (Taft record) 

.1/,14 (3- record) 
8-1/4 (s1 record) 

Note: I ft - 0.305 M.

"room 9 ," 
* m. ., i.eE

Embmnkment 
height.  

in feet 
(2) 

75 
ISO 
ISO 
150 ISO 
150 
ISO 
ISO 

135

_____
-3 -- - - - zq

H.V 
(3) 
2:1 
2:1 
2:1 
2:1 

2:1 
2:1 
2:1

Maximum 
bae sceel.  
eratio, 

(4) 

0.5 
0.2 
0.5 
0.2 
0.5 
0.5 
0.2 
0.75 
0.4

Maximum 
shea# 

strain, as a 
percentage 

(5) 
02-0.4 
0.1-0.13 
0.24.3 
0.14-.15 
0.2-0.3 
0.2-0.5 
0.1-0.2 
0.4-1.0 
0.24.5

IWO)* not'

FIG. 2.-Reduet.n In Stet Undraned • FIG. S--¢Caulton VA..oe, 
Stn t to Cyctic L.oadin ) !mo from Fhn. emen Response 

Analysts 

of cyclic shear strains calculated from earthquake response analyses, the valu 
of cyclic- yield strength for a cla material can be csamamd 

y. .woul ..ear to e80%or .mor of the static undrained strengh 
value In turn may be used in an appropriate method of satability analysis 

calculate the corresponding yield acceleration.  
imnite element response analyses (as will be described later) have been carried 

out to calculate time histories of crest .acceleraton and average acceleration

I

*h .;.

1; 
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Andersen (2). on the basis of cyclic simple shear tests on samples of Drammen 
clay, determined that the reduction in undrained shear strenot was found to 
be less than 25% as long as the cyclic shear strain was less than ±3% even 
after 1,000 cycles. Some North Sea days, however, have shown a strength 
reduction of up to 40% for the same level of cyclic loading.  

On the basis of the experimental data reported previously and for values 

TABLE 1.-MaxImum Cylo Sheer Strains Calclated from Dynamlo flnlt Eement 
Response Analyses

R L•F•Allt i i ei .*--
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for various potential slin masses. The method of analysis employs the 

equivalent linear technique With stral.dependeft modulu and damping. The 

ranges of calculated maximum shear strins, for different magnitude earthquakes 

and different embankment characteristics, are presented In Table I. It can be 

seen from Table I that the maximmn cyclic shear strain induced during the 

* earthquakes ranged betweenlu0.1%.for a magnitude 6-1/2 eaOrthqOk with a 
base acceleration of 0.2 g and 1% for a magnitude 8-1/4 earthquake with a 

base acceleration of 0.75 g. For the compacted clayey material encountered 

in dam embankments "static failue Stran" valuesusully rnge between 3.l_., 
S depending on whether the material was compacted on the dry or wet side of 

the optimm moisture content. "hus in both instances the Ertio of the "cyclic 

_fw to se~i-fi~r BM sqsOm,,- ',o5r46h14.77Of 
It seems reasonable, therefore, to assume that for these compacted cohesive 

softs very little reduction in strength may be expected as a result of strong, 
earthquake loading of the magnitude described previously.  

Oneuthe cyclic yield strengthis defined, the calculation ofthe yield acceleration 

can. be ahdievea by using one of the available methods of stability analysis.  

~'In the piesieft study the ordinary. method of slices has been used to calculate 
the yield aeeleration for atar slip surfaces using a pseadostatic analysis.  

As adt alternative one'of the writers (18) has sug sted af m etod of co hein 
both effective and total stres approaChes. where th hategth o h 
failue plane durong, the earthquake Is cottsidered to be ,a function of the initial 

effective normal stress on that same plane before the earthquake. This method 

is applicable to noncireula slip surfaces and the horizontal inertia force resulting 

in a faetor of safety of unity can readily be calculated.  

Having determined the yield acceleration for a certain location .of the slip 

wsuface, the next step in the analysis is to determine the time history of 

S ffarth ke.4induced average accelerations for. that partiular sliding mass. This 

will be treated in the.following seCtio 
DT NI1O' o, ATOM'boc.C~~O

In order for the permanent deformations to Do cacumatn tvv , a P8 

si surface, the time hstory of eartluake induced average accelerations must 

first be determined.  
"T.wo-dimensiolud finite element procedures using equivalent linear attain

dependent properties ane available (6) and have been shown to provide response 

values in good agreement with measured values (8) and with dosed-form 

one.dlmensiomd wave propagation solutions (17).  

For meot of the case studies of embankments used in the present analysis, 

the responae calculabtion was performed ufin the finite element computer program 

QUAD4 (6) wit strain-dependent modulas and damping. The progrm uses 

the Rayleigh damping approach and allows for variable damping to be used 

In different elements.  
'To calculate the time history of aver9a acceleration for a specified sliding 

mass the method described by C .opm.(4) was adopted In the present study.  

The finite element calculation provides time histories of stresses for every element 

in the embankmeft As shown in fiti. 3, at each time step the forces acting 

alon the boundary of the sliding mass are calculated from the corresponding

)
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normal and sheaf stresses of the finite elements along that boundary. The resultant 
of these forces divided by the weight of the sliding mass would give the avenge 

acceleration, k,,(t), acting on the sliding mass at that instant in time. The process 

is repeated for every time step to calculate the entire time history of avenge 
acceleration.  

For a 150-ft (46-m) high dam subjected to 30 see of the Taft earthquake 

record scaled to produce a maximum base acceleration of 0.2 g, the variation 

• ' I kAA -
-,4 

.TN 

II.4t Pho aeII 

TII. -. I 

ot j1 --IooUoo.l_. . .. . ... .  

FIG.4.---Tlms • odof,,• MAeG@Wffltnfolr Varkmm PotentijISliding 

of the time history of k., with the depth of the sliding mess'within the embankment, 
together with the time history of crest accelerations, is shown in Fig. 4.  

•g the time histor of crest acceleration with that_ of the average 
a~cceie.ii~on frot d tT., 0• • of• te nt W s ll gmass, the sEimil Ft~y 

Po dte N-m~twht-Wt& samplitudes are shown to decrease as 
the depth of the sliding mass Incrae toward the base of the embankment.  

"L~e mL 0• • aol~tta in d-esi-g-ated Ay t,,, and k--- Is the in x,,um

..

P
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ayerage acceleration for a polential sliding mess ext to a tspified depth,y.  
It would be desirable to establish a relationship showing the variation of 

the maximul acceleration ratio, k,/..., with depth for a range of embank.  
meats and aRibualce Io €dItfous--V would then be sufficient, for design 
purposes, to estimate the maximum crest acceleration in a given embankmet 
due to a specified earthquake and ue this relationsip to determine the maximum 
a .__.ceeration for..anjdj th of the poential Wd mOss. I 
proced re to estimate the maximum crest acceleration and the natural period

I, 

I,

FIG. 6.-.Avema of fight Strong Motion Records (1): (a) Vasition of Maximum 
Aveage Aedelerati with Depth of Sloing Mas: (b) Variation of Ratio of Msximnm 
Averte Aeleaution to Maximum CsAee• wntn with Depth of Sliding Surface 

of an embankmlnt nubjected to a given base motion is described in Appendix 
A of Ref. I1.  

To determine the variation of maximum acceleration ratio with depth, use 
was made ofpublisthd results ofrespose computations using the one-dimensional 
shear slce method with visco-elastie materil properties (1,26). Martin (12) 
calculated the response of embankments ranging in height between 100 ft-600 
ft (30 m-180 m) and with shear wave velocities between 300 fps-l,000 fps (92 
m/s-300 m/s). Using a contant shear modulus and a damping factor of 0.2,

OT" DEFORMATIONS

the average acceleration histories for various levels were computed for embank
meats subjected to ground acceleiations recorded in the Ml Centro earthquake 
of 1940. The variation of the maximum average acceleration, k.., with depth 
for these embankments with natural periods ranging between 0.26 sec-5.22 sec 
is presented In Fig. 5(a). The maximum average acceleration in Fig. 5(a) is 
normalized with respect to the maximum crest acceleration and the ratio, 
k,,,,/i•, plotted as a function of the depth of the sliding mass is presented in Fig. 5(b).  

Ambraseys and Sarma (I) used essentially the same method reported by Seed 
and Martin (26) and calculated the response of embankments with natural periods 
ranging between 0.25 sec and 3.0 see. They presented their results in terms 
of average response for eight strong motion records. The variation of maximum 
average aceleration with depth based on the results reported by Ambraseys 
and Sarma (1) is shown in Fig. 6(a) and that for the maximum acceleration 
ratio, k .i., is shown in Fig. 6(b). A summary of. the results obtained $1•""•". ftek.,••t ' '

LI� 
-

-Th�K

KFI. 7-Vato o, M,,a.imu.Are'. FI/G.•,, 
FIG. 7.-VOd • Of MIAzmuM Ae r. MO. 8:.-Shoe Modulus and Damping SRt wth Dph of Slg Mas Cherm Used In Respone 

Computations 

fnthe different shear slice response calculations mentioned previously is 
presented i Fig.?togethe. wýih rults obtained from -niteelement calculations 
made in the present study. As can be seen from Fig. 7 the shape of the'curves 
obtained using the shear slice method and the finite element method are very 
similar. The dashed curve in Fig. ? is an average relationship of an data considered.  
The maximum difference between the envelope of all data and the average 
relationship ranges from ±10% 1 -*20% for the upper portion of the embankment 
-and from *20% .to *30% for the lower portion.of the embankment.  

Considering the approximate nature of the proposed method of anlysis th 
use oretle a.w tie re_ tonship shown in Fig. 7 for determining the maximum 

avra~ ccleatonfo aptenisidin mas ae on the maximum crest jqocelerstion is 0c0215WzM Pvna~nulfrnaai1tP.Fo di" 
• .uon~m.. • .40mzree___ tor prctical purposes. For 4 _tn.  

computations where a conservative estimate of the accelerations is desired the 
_ pbomd curve shown in Aima e used leading to values that a 

l0%Zý3 lie thang thos estimate reainsi.

oil-_

j,

FIG. 5.--El Centra Rom (12): (a) Variation of Maimum Averag Aftcelrati•n with 
Depth of Sliding; (b) Variation of Ratfo of Average Acceleration to Maximum Crest 
Acceleration wth Depth of Slidg Surfae
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Once the yield acceleration and the time history of average induced acceleration 

for a potential sliding mass have been determined, the permanent displacements 

can readily be calculated.  
By assuming a direction of the sliding plane and wrltin the equation of 

. TABLE 2•.-Embanlnwnt Cherateristles for Magnitude 6-1/2 Earthquake

-: I �

Case 
nun,.  
bar (1) 

i1

2

Embank
Inent 

descrip
flee 
(2) 

-60 
Example

Heigt, 
In feet 

(3) 
ISO 

IS0

Base acceler

ation. s 
(4) 

0.2 
(Caech 

record) 

0.5

T". In 
seconds 

(5)" 
0.8 

1.08

k.a 

(I 0.31 
(2) 0.12 

(1) 0.4
I

Symbol 
(7)

0

motion for the sliding mass along such a plane, the.displacements that would 

occur any time the induced acceleration exceeds the yield acceleration may 

be evaluated by simple numerical integration. For the purposes of the soil types 
considered in this study, tile yield acelertiona was. assumed to be Constat 

throughout the earthquke.  
Tih ection of motion for a potential sliding mass once yielding occurs

850

Y

2:1 record) 
A2.,_.  

-.60 Ex0mps 1 0.5 0.84 (1) 0.33 0 
3 XoP1 (Lake (2)0.16 A 

dlope-(Cteh2)02 

- 2:3 Hughes 

k--I record) 

-a0 

Exm 75 0.5 0.6 (1)0.49 0I 

slope M (Ctech (2) 0.26 
2-1/2:1 record) 

W 90 7 0.5 0.6 (1) 0.86 
5 xm*7 (Cafech M2 0.26 

-2:1 record) 

"cS.Clcubt frt naturd perod of the embankomnt.  
"Maximum value of time history of- (I) Crest acceleration; and (2) average acceleration 

for sliding mass extending through f ul height of embankwent.  

"*Legd aued In FiF. 9(a).  
Note: I ft - 0.305 =.

Was Assumed to be all "16- ho.This mode of deformation is Sot uncommon for embankment5 subjected to strong earthquake shaking, and is 
manifested in many cases in the field by the development of longitudinal cracks 
along the crest of the embankment. However studies made for other directions 
of the sliding surface showed that this factor had little effect on the computed displacements (I1).  

Tocalculatean order of magnitude of the deformations induced in embankments due to strong shaking a number of cases have been analyzed during the course 
of this study. The height of embankments considered ranged betweenjt-15 
ft (23 m-46 m) with varying slopes and material properties. The embankments 
were subjected to ground accelerations representing three different earthquake 
magnitudes: 6-1/2, 7-1/2., and 8-1/4.  

The method used for calculating the response, as mentioned earlier, is a 
time-step finite element analysis using the equivalent linear method. The strain.  
dependent modulus and damping relations for the soils used in this study are 

SIT 

1 ! 04t 

"""o. O.-attoof Panmoton l~slM91101tm whh Yield Aceelertletin: a ant 0-1/2 Eardpm%; (b) Mapnhude 7-1/2 Ean"e :()Mg~d 

Presented in Fig- 8. Tio response Computation for each base motion was rpae for a number of iterations (Mostly 3-4) until strain compatible material proprerttiees 
were obtained. In each case both time histories of crest acceleration and the average acceleration for a potential sliding mass extending through almost the 
funl height of the embankment were calculated, together with .the frust natural 
Period Of the embankment. In one case however, time histories of average 
acceleration. for sliding surfaces at rive different levels in the embankment were obtained (oft Fig. 4), and the corresponding Permanent deformations for each time history. were Calculated for differet values of yield acceleration. It was 
(Mrdta o h ae rat#io of "aied acceleration t am --o , ave 

amaximurm 'aueoIFt us" -.-_-,N-Y -nweaýn 
emedin thouh tehtl- c'ms-t-or-- ,eae acceleration St efIesoryt a rah• ,u 

01m ..... time'• his-to"if To,, Evig ..... :.-mas

1
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sufficient for the remaining cases to compate the deformations only for these 

two levels.  
Table 2 shows details of the embankment a anlyzed using ground motions 

representative of a magnitude 6-1/2 earthquake. The two rock motions used 

were those recorded at the Cal Tech Seismographic Laboratory (s90W Compo

nent) and at Lake Hughes Station No. 12 (N 12E) during the 1971 San Fernando 

earthquake, with maximum aceelerations scaled to 0.2 g and 0.5 g. The computed 

natural periods and maximum values of the acceleration time histories ar also 

presented in Table 2. The computed natural periods ranged between a value 

of 0.6 sec for the 75-ft (23-m) high embankment to a value of 1.08 sec for 

the 150-ft (46-&) high embankment. Because of the nonlinear strain-dependent 

TABLE 3,-Embenkmbflt Cheree'tiukr for M-htud 71/2 arthqua

Case 
num
ber 
(1)

*i.  
'I 1�' 
I.  

I I

Embenk
meet 

descdp
tion (2)

- Il~ slope 
-2:1 

-60 
Example 

slope 
-2:1 

.60 
Example 

slope 
VI/2:1 

,so

In feet

150 

150

I I

Bass 
acceler
atlon, g 

(4)

0.2 

0.5 
craft record) 

0.2 
(Taft

r, in 
seconds 

(5r)
I =.-

0.96

1.18 

0.76

(1) oa0 
(2) 0.13 

(1) 0.54 
(2)0.21

(I) 0.46 
(2) 0.15

Symbol' 
(7) 
0 

0 

0 
a

"Calculated flit natural period of the embankmnt-.  
Maximum Wvle of time history of: (1) Crest acceleration; and (2) average acceleration 

for sliding mass extending through fun height of embankment.  

NLeg: 4 used 0i Fig. 9(b).  
Note: I ft -M m.30 s

behavior of the material, the response of the embankment is highly dependent 

on the amplitude of the base motion. This is dearly demonstrated in the first 

two cases in Table 2. where the same embankment was subjected to the same 

ground acceleration history but with different maximum accelerations for each 

case. In one instsoce, for a base acceleration of 0.2 g the calculated maximum 

crest accelentibons was 0.3 g with a magnification of 1.5 and a computed natual 

period of the order of 0.8 ae. In the second case, for a bas acceleration 

of 0.5 g the computed madmum crest acceleration was 0.4 g with an attenuation 

of 0. and a computed natural period of 1.1 sec.  
From the time histories of induced acceleration calculated for all the cas

I -
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described in Table 2 and for various ratios of yield acceleration to maximum 
average acceleration, &,/kn.., the permanent deformations were calculated by 
numerical double integration. The results are presented In Fm. 9(a) which shows 
that for relatively low values of yield acceleration, k/k,, of 0.2 for example, 
the range of computed permanent displacements was of the order of 10 cm-70 
cm (4 i-n--28 in.). However, for larger values of k,/k., say 0.5 or more, 
"the calculated displacements were less than 12 cm(4.8 in.). It should be emphasized 
tat for very .low values of yield accelerations Cm this case k.lk-.. s 0.1) 
the basic assumptions used in c*culating the response by the finite element 

TABLE 4-Emb rt& of Magnftude 8-1/4 athquake

Case 
numn
ber 

2

i

Embenk
Mont 

desrp
tion 
(2) 

Chaber 
Dam 
(average 
proper
ties) 

Chabot.  
Dam 
(Lower 
bound) 

Chabot 
Dam 

bound) 
Example 

= 2:1 A2,,,

Height.  
In feet 

(3)
I .-- 1

135 

135 

150

- I

Base 
acceler
ation, g 

(4)
0.4 

(S-1 Synth.  
record) 

0.4 
(S-I Syath.  

record) 

0.4 

0.75

7r. In 
seconds 

(5)"
k.,,,

g .1 (7)
0.99 

1.07 

0.83 

1.49

() 0.51 

(1) 0.53 

(4)0.68 

(1) 0.74 
(2) 0.34

Symbol"

0

(3 

0

"Calculated first natural period of ite embankment.  
bMaxinmm value of time history of: (I) Crest acceleration; and (2) average acceleration 

for slidn mass extending through full height of embankment.  
"Legend used in Fig. 10(a).  
Note: I ft - 0.305 rn.

hpfod, iLe, the, equivalent linear behavior adthe smallw strainm 
inv . Co9nes enety, the acceleration time histories calculated for Pu a case 
do not presen the real field behavior and the calculated displacements __e 

ogjhese time histoies C 
The procedure described previously was repeated for the case of a magnitude 

7-1/2 earthquake. The base acceleration time history used for this analysis 
was that recorded at Taft during the 1952 Kern County earthquwke and scaled 
to maximum accelerations of 0.2 g and 0.5 g. The details of the three cases 
analyzed are presented in Table 3 and the results of the computations of the

I 

2 

3

Cm 

mJrn
bet 
(5) 
I

I

135
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permanent displacements are shown in Fig. 9(b). For a ratio of k,/k,..,, of 
0.2 the calculated dijsplaceinenlt in this case ranged between 30 cm-200 cm 
(12 in.-SO in.), and for ratios greater than 0.5 the displacements were less than 
25 cm (0.8 ft).  

In the cane analyzed for the 8-1/4 magnitude earthquake, an artificial 
accelorogram proposed by'Seed and Midrss (21) was used with maximum base 
accelerations of. 0.4 g and 0.75 g. Two embankmenits were analyzed in this 
cane and their calculated natural periods ranged betweent 0.8 sec and 1.5 sec.  
Table 4 shows the details of the calculations and in Fig. 10(a) the reults of 
the permanent displacement computations are presented. As can be seen from 
Fig. 10(d) the permanent. displacements computed for a ratio of k,/k..,1 of 
0.2 ranged between 200 em-700 cm (80 in.-28 in.), and for ratios higher than 
0.5 the values were less thn100 cm (40 in.). e in this case that values 

Of d dfraod ratio less than 0.2 na not be realistic.  
An envelope of the reults obtained for each of the three earthquake loading 

I I /eWO

/0 

I

ti , 

Ii I 

.1

j
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* displacements for each embankment wer normalizegd with respect to isCalculatAA, 
MOrs Paua eriod, T., and with respect to the maximum value, k_. of fth 

ayg kceerAmtien tim hior used In the compuatin The resulting norma
lized permanent displacements for the three different earthquakes are presented 
in Fig. 11(a). It may be seen that a substantial reduction In the scatter of 
the data is achieved by this normalization procedure as evidenced by comparing 
the reults in Figs. 10(b) and I11(a). T1his shows that for the range of nbnm 
heights considered in this study 175 ft-1SO ft (50 m465 M)l the first naturaL_ 
period oRfthie embantkment and the maximumn value of acceleration time history 
may be.P cosdrda w ftePr ters hýavn a malmhfo M in geneonh 
calctlatedpermanMntd~isplacements. Average curves for the normalized perma
nent displacements baned on the re'sults in Fig. 11(a) are presented in Fig.  
I11(b). Although some scatter stil exists in the results an shown in Fig. I11(a), 
the aTerap curves mresented in figg 11(b) are considered adecnate to arovde 

anorder of *antude of the Ind--ed p Cmaut dinlacements for different

1w0 

FIG. 11I.-Vaulutlan of W~eld Aaet~evatle with: (a) Normalized Pointnemt Dislae 
ment-4ummnary of All Dafta; and (b) Averag Hoaize lpae~t 

magntude erthquakes. -ol -rtosls than 0. th avo e j 

Thus to Calculate the permane nt deformation in an embankment constructed 
of a soil that. doe not change in strength signi ficantly during an earth k~ 
it is sufficient td&sodetermine Its maximum crest acceleration LIP, .= 1lSt 

AAMILJ~~o4, dueto aaveiffe ea16, Then by the use of Wthe 
reltios PMI i AValue of-AMt aversa acertion 

hinok L. forany e~vel of the speciied sliding mass may be deteried.  
@~ntvlnathecurves in Rig. I1b wt the appropriate values of k._ and _T, 

4stoclated with that particular ldng ýsurface.  
It has been asumed earlier in this paper that in the majority of embanknefits, 

permanentdeformnations usually ocr due to slip of a sliding mas on a horizontal 
failure plane. For those few instances where sliding might occur on an inclined (

FI(. 110,-Varlathon of Permannt DePisemmnt with YIel Acceferatlon: (a) Meg&i 
tude 8-1/4 Eserrh4U It (b) Sumnime of All DMt 

conditions is presented in FIg. 10(b) and reveals a large scatter in the computed 
results reaching, in the cas of the magnitude 6.1/2 earthquake, about one 
order of magnitude.  

It can reasonably be expected that for a potential sliding kass with a specified 
yield acceleration, fte Magnitude of the permanent deformation induced by 
v, certain earthquake loading is controlled -by the following factors: (1) The 
ampltude Of idcdaeaeaccelerations, which is a function of the base 
motion the amplifyig characteristics of the embankment, and the location of 
the sliding mass within the embankthent; (2) the finuency content of the average 
acceleration time history, which is governed by the embankment height and 
stiffness characteristics, and in usually dominated by the first natural frequency 
of the embankment; and (3) the duration of 9ignifcant1 shaking, which is a 
function of the magnitude of the speciflid earthquake., 

Thusto reduce the larg scatter exhibited in the data in Fig. 10(b), the permanent
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failure planel it Is of interest to determine the difference between the actual 
deformations and those calculated with the assumption of a horizontal failure 
plane having the same yield acceleration. A simple computation was made to 
investigate this condition using the analogy of a block on an inclined plane 
for a purely frictional material. ]twN fonn that for inclined flailumplanes
v'ith slopea.gles of Ir to the horizontal the coomnuted disilacements were 
10n-! 8% higher than those based on a horizontal plane assumption.  

AmseAnoa or M.mo, To Ewm unlr Sua&mc To 8.1/4 MROm-IoI 
EMMIrUM.  

To illustrate the use of the simplified procedure for evaluating earthquake-in
duced deformations, computations are presented herein for the 135f (41-m) 
high Chabot Dam, constructed of sandy clay and having the section shown 
in Fig. 12.  

The shear wave velocity of the embankment was determined from a field 
investigation and the strain-dependent modulus and damping were determined 
from laboratory tests on undisturbed samples. The dam, located about 20 miles

FIG. 12.-Yild Aeeslomrom Values for Sflde Mass Extending through Ful Heioht 
of Embankment 

(32 kim) from the San Andreas fault, was shaken in 1906 by the magnitude 
8-1/4 San Francisco earthquake with no significant deformations being noted; 
peak accelerations in the rock underlying the dam in this event are estimated 
to have been about 0.4 g. Accordingly the response of the embankment to 
ground accelerations representative of a magnitude 8-1/4 earthquake and having 
a maximum acceleration of 0.4 g. was calculated by a finite element analysis.  
"lhe maximum crest acceleration of the embankment,* - , was calculated to In 0•_ and the firmt natural priod Q, - .9 . lie maxi-m-umv vuýT 
of the calculated shear strain were less thaQ0.5. On the basis of static undrained 
tests on the embankment material, tetathe jgic falure s•q nm.ged _ etween 

•,8 % . so that for the p rnoses of this analy sls th e SyT__el.,T.uT. . o f 
this material can be considered equal.to its static undrained strengh. From 
consolidated undrained tests on representative samples of the embankment 
materisl two interpretations were made for the strength of the material: (i) 
Based on an avere of_ all the samples tested resulting in a cohesion value, 
c, of 0.72 tsf (69 RN/m') and a friction angle, 4,, of 13"; and (2) a conservative 
Interpretation, based on the minimum Amtrenth values with a cohesion of 0.4

J

tsf (38 kN/m t) and a friction angle of 160. Using these strength estimates, vahms of yield accelerations were calculated for a sliding mass extending through the fail height of the embankment as shown in Fig. 12.  
Considering the avere relationship of k-in/i. with depth shown in Fig.  7, the ratio for a sliding mass extending through the full height of the embankment 

(./h - 0.95) is 0.35, resulting in a maximum average acceleration, k,., of 0.35 x 0.57 g - 0.2 g. From Flg. 12 the yield acceleration calculated for the 
average strength values is 0.14 g. Thus the parameters to be used in Fig. 11(b) to calculate the displacements for this particular sliding surface are as follows: magnitude -8-1/4; TZ - 0.99 sec; k and kl/k,, - 0.14/0.20 0.7. From Fig. I l(b)7- / -",0 0.013 sec, therefore, the displacement U - 0.013 x 0.2 x 32 .- 99 - 0.O1nf002m).  

Using the most co rv-tiv value of LJa.h nn Fag. 7 of 0.47, the computed displacement would have been 0.58 ft (0.18 m). Similarly using 
the conservative strengh etars for the 0so lfving k, - 0.07) and the ar•ecurve for k.../n. shown in Fi.7, the computed displacement would have been 1.5 ft (0.45 in). All of these values are in reasonable accord with 
the observed performance of the dam during the. 1906 earthquake.  

The calculation was repeated for a'sliding mass extending through half the depth of the embankment. The computed permanent displacements ranged between 0.02 ft-l.0 ft (0.006 m-0.33 m) ndicat that the.critical Potential s s ms in thiscase wasthat extendin • he full height of the embankment. -____ .. ...__ 

LEI 11wa 

A simple yet rational approach to the design of small embankments under 
earthquake loading has been described herein. The method is based on the concept of permanent deformations as proposed by Newmark (13) but modified to allow for the dynamic response of the embankment as proposed by Seed and Martin (26) and rasticte inamiaint o cl yy a~, 
anA _r•prense coheslonless soils that experience very ltd c reduction in streni.h 
due toM Cid' lt Method is an a *tox one and involvesk n.Ap_.bor o llm__a~m~onss.mjtqs t ma•._ lead to somewhat conservative resut.  

On the basis of response computations for embankments subjected.to different ground motion records, a relationship for the variation of induced average acceleration with embankment depth has been established. Design 'curves to estimate the permanent deformations for embankments, in the height range of 100 ft-200 ft (30 m-G0 m), have been established based on equivalent linear 
finite element dynamic analyses for different magnitude earthquakes. The use of these curves requires a knowledge of ue.aximum crest aeceleration and *oitarA~iop4, en~nm en uebksmffe gondiojp 

It should be noted that the design curves presented are based on averages 
of a range of results that exhibit some degree of scatter, tnd ar derived from a limited number of cases. These curves should be updated and refined as analytical results for more embankments are obtained.  

Finally, the method has been applied to an actual embankment that was subjected to a magnitude 8-1/4 earthquake at an epicentral distance of some 20 ml~es. Depending on the degree of coe•vatiam in estimating the undrained
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